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Abstract. Foreign indebtment for the state economic enterprises is the project credit. To provide this loan is given the additional guaranties for the creditor. Constructing the nuclear power station is an long-term investment and financing of this investment will be done by the long-term foreign indebtment. In financing of the investment must been considered also the quinquennial period of trial production. The interest calculation of this investment must be done over the national consumer price index. In the quinquennial period of trial production must be done the dividend payment for the creditors. This loan must be done by the treasury bail. These bonds must processed in the international stock markets.

Introduction

Thermal power generation is a style of economical energy production by the nuclear power stations. This production style destroys the nature at least not in the way according to the other ways of power generation. Thermal power generation by the nuclear power stations is the qualified way of power generation. The power generation in this way presses for the qualified personels. Power generation by the nuclear power stations prepares the infrastructure for the scientific researchs at many main science branches. Constructing the nuclear power stations causes to the developments at many branches of the industry[1]

To construct the nuclear power stations without being the alternative of borrowing is impossible. Construction of the nuclear power stations are generally made real by the state economic enterprises. The technical specifications at construction of the nuclear power plants entail for being constructed by the state economic enterprises at the construction work of power plants. The technology transfer at construction of the power plants is done to the countries which get the construction done by the state economic enterprises.[2]

The nuclear power stations are one of the most rooted solutions to need of the energy on our century.

State Economic Enterprises Will Construct the Nuclear Power Stations

The state economic enterprises which will construct the nuclear power stations, need for the charter capital and the operational capital. The R&D(research and development) expenditures are included to the operational capital but, the R&D expenditures form the fixed capital after R&D studies have resulted. The charter capital and the operational capital must constitute to approximately 50 percent of the total capital of the nuclear power station. The charter capital and the operational capital are meet by the state. The rest of total capital must be procured by the way of indembtment from the national or international capital markets[3].

The need of fixed capital of the nuclear power plants changes to the reactor number. The reactors are the brains and the main production devices of nuclear stations. Production and design of the reactors are made by the phenomenal firms in the world and the firms belong to the developed countries. Nowadays, cost of the design and the production of a reactor are approximately 5 billion
dollars. In addition, the countries could want preferably to have the enrichment institutions of nuclear fuel. The enrichment institutions are cheap according to the reactors. The main production devices of enrichment institutions are the centrifugals[4].

The capital adequacy of these state economic enterprises must be proper to the international rules. Also the capital productivity and the capital profitableness of this companies must be same with the other international state economic enterprises which construct the nuclear power stations. Later the nuclear stations according to the first nuclear stations will have more advanced technology for the same country but, later the nuclear stations according to the first nuclear stations will be more profitable and productive[5].

The basic safety rules are more important from the profitableness in constructing for the nuclear power plants. Since effects of the nuclear accidents couldn’t been remove for years. The main condition is the conditious education and the applied training for safety in construction and operation for the plants. The new generation of nuclear reactors is planned to operate with the low radioactive elements such as thorium and the new reactors will decrease the safety costs according to the conventional reactors[6].

Establishing conditions for the state economic enterprises in constructing for the nuclear reactors will change all over the world.

Characteristics of Bonds Which Will Finance the Construction of the Nuclear Reactors

In the first place, the indebtment bonds for constructing the nuclear reactors will be dated for 15 years. That is to say, this indebtment is long dated. Construction stage of the nuclear reactors only take 10 years. Trial production of the nuclear reactors continues for 5 years. That is, indebtment for the nuclear reactors is a project credit. This project credit will be provided by the capital market and this indebtment will be a foreign indebtment[7].

In the model that It has suggested, being corroded the principal of bond by inflation will be avoided as paying the interest according to the annual CPI(Consumer Price Index) for the first 10 years. This model of indebtment is sufficient for the countries which apply the system of floating rate of exchange and it encourages the indebtment. The same model hinders for being corroded the principal of bond by inflation for the countries which apply the fixed exchange rate system but, the debtor countries must attach the inflationist abrasion amount to the principal in subsequent years at rate of the CPI in the fixed exchange rate system[8].

The annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of floating rate of exchange. In the formula, $AY_{FRE}$ symbolises the annual yield of bond in the system of floating rate of exchange; CPI$_1$ symbolises the annual consumer price index and P symbolises the principal.

$$AY_{FRE} = \sum_{i=1}^{10} CPI_1 \times P \tag{1}$$

The annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of fixed exchange rate. In the formula, $AY_{FER}$ symbolises the annual yield of bond in the system of fixed exchange rate.

$$AY_{FER} = \left[\sum_{i=1}^{10} (CPI_1 \times P) + P\right] - \sum_{i=1}^{10} (CPI_1 \times P) \tag{2}$$

In the second year, the annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of fixed exchange rate. I must say to continue the CPI addings for the next years.

$$AY_{FER} = \left\{\sum_{i=2}^{10} CPI_2 \times \left[\sum_{i=1}^{10} (CPI_1 \times P) + P\right] - \sum_{i=2}^{10} (CPI_2 \times P)\right\} \tag{3}$$

The annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of floating rate of exchange when 5 percent of profit of the reactor is distributed as the annual dividend in the period of trial production. In the formula, D symbolises the annual dividend which scatters earnings per bond.

$$AY_{FRE} = \sum_{i=11}^{15} CPI_1 \times P + D \tag{4}$$
The annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of fixed exchange rate when 5 percent of profit of the reactor is distributed as the annual dividend in the period of trial production.

\[ AY_{FER} = \left[ \sum_{t=11}^{15} (CPI_{11} \times P) + P \right] - \sum_{t=11}^{15} (CPI_{11} \times P) + D \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In the twelfth year, the annual yield formula of bond is as follows in the system of fixed exchange rate when 5 percent of profit of the reactor is distributed as the annual dividend in the period of trial production. It isn’t necessarily to say to continue the CPI addings for the next years.

\[ AY_{FER} = \left\{ \sum_{t=11}^{15} (CPI_{11} \times P) \left[ \sum_{t=11}^{15} (CPI_{111} \times P) + P \right] \right\} - \sum_{t=12}^{15} (CPI_{12} \times P) + D \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The reactor management could liquidate within the framework of a payment plan the complete of debts when the period of trial production ended. This indebtedment offer is especially for the developing countries. The project indebtedments consequently contribute positive for the balance of payments. This indebtedments must done under bail of the treasury in the international stock markets.

**Encouragements Which Will Be Provided for the Creditors in Indebtments for the Nuclear Reactors**

Some encouragements must be given for the creditors to ease the indebtedment for the nuclear reactors. The encouragements ease to loan for the investors to the firm which will construct the nuclear reactors. Encouragements for the nuclear reactors decrease risks of the investment at the same time but, the encouragements increase the social cost of investments. It is need to contrast the economic benefits of investments with the social cost of encouragements and the encouragement decision must decide according to the result of this comparison[9].

The most important encouragement for the earnings of bonds is the tax allowance. Tax allowance decreases the risk of receivable for the creditor. Tax allowance helps to form the proper investment setting for indebtedment. Tax allowance helps to form the capital centralization for the debtor country. Tax allowance provides the capital productivity for the debtor firms[10].

The other encouragements for the debtors of bonds are the birthright for purchasing over a certain limit of bonds and the investment subsidy for purchasing over a certain limit of bonds. The birthright is a encouragement in the switch important for the investors, for especially the creditors of bonds since the investors and the creditors will feel over confidence themselves by birthright. The investment subsidy provides that the creditors transfers to the debtor country their capitals[11].

The investment incentives help to form the capital centralization in debtor country. In addition, the investment incentives are necessary being planned at the sectoral base.

**Conclusions**

The nuclear technology is necessary being transferred to the developing country even if also by indebtedment. The society of debtor country must put up with the social cost and the economic cost since the nuclear technology contributes to the social welfare. I have meant thing here that it is to produce the energy by the nuclear technology. Otherwise I don’t defend to acquire the nuclear technology by the military objectives either. In addition, the nuclear technology is used by the scientific objectives and the nuclear technology for the medical searches is a good example for this.

Indebtment for acquiring the technology of nuclear energy production could be in the high cost but, the nuclear technology provides to develop in the other main sciences for the debtor country. The nuclear technology necessitates to provide the quality in the technical education and the quality in technical education means increase in the total production. The increase in total production brings the result of increase in tax incomes. The increase in tax incomes leads to the want of the equity of taxation in the society. As a result, the equity of taxation brings about the social welfare.
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